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VIKING WRAPS
Compression Wrap Instructions
Sizing:

Medium

Fetlock Circumference at Widest Point

Large

Less Than 11”

Greater Than 11”

Less Than 9”

Greater Than 9”

And/Or
Cannon Circumference at Widest Point

When pulling the wrap tightly around the leg, do not pull so tightly as to tear or
break the threading or fabric of the wrap. Doing so degrades the wrap and
could possibly cause injury to your equine.
This wrap is intended for use as a light compression aide, if an injury or severe
swelling exist, please consult your veterinarian.
1. Locate the Iron Vikings logo, ensure this logo is in the upright
position.
2. Move to the opposite edge, the full length of the wrap, this
edge has a full strip of the stiff velcro. Place this edge with
the velcro facing out on the front of the equine’s leg from the
pastern to the knee/hock.
3. Reach around the equine’s leg and take the top tab of soft
velcro and bring it around the leg and place it on the top edge of stiff
velcro on the front of the leg. This is just to hold up the wrap while you
continue wrapping. Ensure this is just below the equine’s knee/hock.
Image 1
4. Reach around the leg and take the lowest tab of soft velcro and bring it
around the leg and attach to stiff velcro in the vicinity of the lowest white

guide marks. This does not need to line up perfectly, the marks are just a
guideline to aim for, but pull and stretch the wrap so it applies compression
to the leg. The lowest tab should be placed below the fetlock joint. Image
2
5. Release the upper tab so you can smooth out the wrap as it goes up the
leg.
6. Smooth the stiff velcro between the first tab and the next which should be
pulled tight around and above the fetlock joint. Pull tight and attach the
tab to the velcro, again aiming for the white guideline marks, but adjusting
as needed for your equine’s leg. This provides compression around the
fetlock joint. Image 3
7. Repeat the process for the remaining tabs up the leg, smoothing and
pulling tight the wrap for each position.
8. Ensure there are no wrinkles along the sides and rear of the leg.
9. Using a hand at the top and a bottom of the wrap pull the wrap evenly
around the leg, pulling tightly to create compression. Image 4, Image 5
10.
Continue wrapping around the leg and attach the end strip of velcro
to the receiving piece which should be aligned at the front of the leg. The
Viking Wrap will wrap around the leg twice. Image 6, Image 7, Image 8
11.
Again ensure there are no wrinkles along the sides and rear of the
leg.

Please see our application video at http://www.ironvikings.com/products
As will all equine health items, please consult with your veterinarian before use.
Veterinarian advice is to remove and inspect every 12 hours.
Liniment and poultice can be used before applying the Viking Wraps.
Viking Wraps are washer safe, close the velcro hook and loop prior to washing,
this will prevent snagging. Not recommend for dryer, please air dry.
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